Among many techniques of modern mass spectrometry, the top down methods are becoming continuously more popular in the strife to describe the proteome. These techniques are based on fragmentation of ions inside mass spectrometers instead of a proteolytic digestion. In some of these techniques, the fragmentation is induced by electron transfer. It can trigger several concurrent reactions: electron transfer dissociation, electron transfer without dissociation, and proton transfer reaction. The evaluation of the extent of these reactions is important for the proper understanding of the functioning of the instrument. It is even more important, to know if it can be used to reveal important structural information.
Introduction
In recent years, there has been growing interest in electron-based dissociation (ExD) -primarily electron capture (ECD) 1 and electron transfer dissociation (ETD) 2 in protein mass spectrometry. These fragmentation methods allow the cleavage of the backbone of a protein or peptide without significantly disrupting other bonds (even preserving noncovalent interactions) and as such, much effort has gone into the use of ExD methods for top-down sequencing, as well as the study of labile posttranslational modifications and even binding sites of non-covalent ligands. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] Additionally, considerable efforts have been made to determine preferential reaction pathways and cleavage sites in ExD of known precursors, to obtain insight into gas-phase protein/peptide conformation [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] as well as to investigate the reaction mechanism. [26] [27] [28] Ideally, reaction products are not only identified, but also quantified in these efforts. Because of the information-rich nature of top-down ExD spectra, data processing is usually performed with the help of spe-cialized software.
The first, and arguably most critical step in this data processing is usually spectral deisotopisation, i.e. reducing the multitude of signals observed in the m/z dimension due to various charge states and isotopologues to a minimal set of components and abundances. Most of the readily available software tools for this -e.g. THRASH 29 , MASH 30, 31 , DeconMSn 32 , Decon2LS 33 -utilize an averagine-scaling approach 34 to determine charge states, monoisotopic masses, and ion intensities. As this requires resolution of the (aggregated) isotope peaks, these tools are mostly used to process FTICR or Orbitrap data, particularly as they can natively process Bruker and/or Thermo data files (in fact, a modified THRASH algorithm, called SNAP, is built into the Bruker DataAnalysis software).
Observed isotope clusters are often composed of multiple overlapping isotope distributions (envelopes), each generated by ions whose chemical formulas differ by one (or a few) hydrogen atoms. These shifts (by an integer number of hydrogen masses) are commonly observed in ExD spectra and provide information on reaction pathways. 25, 35, 36 As such, it is desirable to preserve the information contained in observed isotope distributions during and after the deconvolution procedure.
Thus, there is a need for software tools which are able to process high-resolution tandem MS data from a variety of instruments, utilize the high-resolution information (e.g. properly assign highly resolved peaks) to perform thorough data analysis, and provide the user with information regarding preferred cleavage sites and relative probabilities of competing reaction pathways. Ideally, this should not require the user to possess extensive expertise regarding statistics and/or gas-phase ion/ion chemistry. Recently, we have demonstrated the use of an in-house developed software for deconvoluting complex isotope clusters occurring in top-down ETD spectra acquired on a Waters Synapt G2 Q-IM-TOF instrument. 37 Furthermore, we have shown how this allows us to infer branching ratios and how this correlates to collision cross-sections and gas-phase conformations of ubiquitin. 25 Here, we present in detail the above computational workflow, together with extensions that shed further light onto the electron transfer driven reactions. The Python implementation of that workflow, called MassTodonPy, is made publicly available for download via Python Package Index. Paper organization. In the rest of the article we describe the stages of the proposed workflow: (1) the preprocessing of the spectrum, (2) the generation of potentially observable chemical formulas, (3) the deconvolution of spectra, which involves the estimation of the intensities of the potential products of the considered set of reactions, (4) the pairing of fragment ions, resulting in estimates of the probabilities of the considered reactions and fragmentations. The workflow was tested in silico and on around 200 mass spectra. Finally, we mention some possible extensions to the workflow.
Materials and methods
Data Preprocessing. We assume that the input spectrum was already calibrated. The spectrum should not be centroided, as MassTodon does its own centroiding, as described later in the peak picking section.
To attenuate the possibility of fitting to noise peaks, some parts of the mass spectrum need to be trimmed out. We offer two simple ways to do it. The first way focuses on the intensity of individual peaks and amounts to trimming out peaks with intensity below a userprovided threshold. The second way retains only the heighest peaks whose joint intensity cover the user specified percentage of the total intensity in the spectrum. To make that idea more clear, consider a spectrum comprised of three peaks with intensities equal to 1000, 990, and 10. Also, set the joint threshold at 99%. The intensity of the first peak amounts to 1000 1000+990+10 = 50% of the entire intensity in the spectrum. The intensity of the first two peaks amounts to 1000+990 1000+990+10 = 99.5% of the overal intensity. It is the smallest set of heighest peak that jointly surpass the required threshold of 99% and so only these peaks are left, and 
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(n -x -1)+ the third one is trimmed out. Observe that the same effect would be achieved if trimming out peaks with intensity above 990. For each run of the second trimming spectrum we calculate that implicit cut-off and store it for the inspection of the user.
Finally, the mass to charge ratios are rounded to better match the theoretical spectra, as described later on. Generating chemical formulas. MassTodon exhausetively finds the formulas of all molecular species that might be present in the set of considered reactions. The theoretical envelopes of these molecules are then fitted to the spectral data in a later stage.
The presented workflow considers a set of known chemical reactions triggered by the electron transfer, c.f. Table 1 . The Proton Transfer Reaction (PTR) and the non-dissociative Electron Transfer Dissociation (ETnoD) do not result in any fragments; they affect the charge state and the mass of the cation alone. The Electron Transfer Dissociation (ETD), potentially followed by the transfer of a hydrogen (HTR), result in c and z fragments 38 . We assume that PTR and ETnoD may occur multiple times on the same ions, including the c and z fragments. We assume that fragments cannot further fragment, as the inner fragments are scarcely ever observed experimentally in ETD. The number of fragments depends on the charge of the precursor filtered during MS 1 , denoted Q, its amino acid sequence and the existing modifications. We neglect the ordering of reactions within one pathway. Thus, the product of the PTR reaction followed by the ETnoD reaction is the same as the product of the ETnoD reaction followed by the PTR reaction. In general, reaction pathways leading to the same product are indiscernible until the last stage of the algorithm.
Every molecular species is described by its elemental composition and charge q. Each reaction consumes one charge. During PTR, the radical passes from anion to cation reducing its charge without significantly changing its mass (we neglect the mass of the electron). This motivates the introduction of an additional quantity, the quenched charge g, that describes the number of extra hydrogen masses with respect to precursor's hydrogen content, see Lermyte et al. 37 . An increase in g corresponds to an increase in one atomic mass unit and does not change the charge state.
To exemplify the above concept, consider triply charged Substance P, RPKPQQFFGLM 3+ . The mass of its monoisotopic isotopologue equals 1347.712 [u] , when rounded to the third decimal place. Add the mass of two protons and one quenched charge and divide it by the two present charges to get 1347.712+3×1.008 2 = 675.368 [Da] . Thus, the regions of the mass spectrum close to that value can contain ions belonging to that molecular species. Consider the case of filtering only triply charged precursors during the MS1, i.e. selecting ions with m/z around 450.245 [Da] . It is then possible to state that these ions must have underwent exactly one ETnoD. This is because ETnoD would reduce their charge by one, 3 + −−→ 2 + , and increases the number of quenched charges by one, see Table 1 . Further on we show how to infer the number of reactions both from precursor ions and fragments.
While studying the above example, it is important to notice that other sources of ions can explain the same peak. In particular, consider the second most probable isotopologue of the precusor ion that underwent the PTR reaction. One of the 12 C carbon atoms in this isotopo-logues is exchanged for a heavier isotopic variant, 13 C. These ions are only slightly less likely to be found in the sample than the monoisotopic ions: on average in 29.6% of cases for this ion source versus 43.1% for the monoisotopic peak. Their mass is 1348.716 [u] . When equiped with two charges, their m/z equals 1348.716+2×1.008 2 = 675.366. Most instruments would not resolve the 0.002[Da] difference between the two molecular species. However, confusing the two ions sources leads to a poor estimate of the relative relative extent of PTR versus ETnoD. Based on one peak alone it is impossible to correctly identify the relative proportions of different molecular species. However, in most cases it is possible to differentiate between various molecular species by looking at their isotopic distributions as a whole. This opens the possibility to evaluate how much of observed intensity can be attributed to particular ion sources. Further on we show how this can be achieved.
Observe that quenched charge may also be used to record information on a hydrogen transfered during HTR. This is convenient, as there is nor real difference between a quenched charge and a regular hydrogen atom within one molecule. Consider then a precursor that undergoes a direct HTR reaction: the c fragment must then have a quenched charge equal to -1, which we consider a valid possibility. In that case alone does this quantity assume a negative value.
During the fragmentation, the remaining charge and quenched charge (if positive) are distributed among the fragments. One might expect the charge state of smaller fragments to be limited, due to Coulomb repulsion. For this reason, MassTodon omits formulas with too many charges per a given number of amino acids, the default being set to 5. In case of Substance P, this means that we could not observe a c 3 fragment with two charges, but we could observe a c 5 fragment. The charge distance parameter can be adjusted by the user.
If one considered only the PTR and ETnoD reactions, the precursor molecule could result exactly in
different molecular species. Each product can be further fragmented into pairs of different c and z fragments. The number of such pairs is K -the number of amino acids in the provided sequence, minus the number of prolines, that cannot be fragmented easily by electron transfer due to their ring structure. Then, each fragment can again undergo several PTR and ETnoD reactions. The number of all fragments is thus of the order of O(KQ 4 ). Generating the isotopic distributions. The isotopic distribution of a given molecular species models the expected signal one could register in the mass spectrometer. In terms of the presented workflow, it offers a way to relate the intensities of peaks in the mass spectrum with different m/z ratios, whenever they follow a predicted pattern.
Each reaction product is described by its elemental composition, charge q, and quenched charge g. This information is sufficient to generate the theoretic isotopic distibution using any isotopic calculator. To perform calculations here, we use the IsoSpec algorithm.
39 Given the elemental composition, IsoSpec produces a series of infinitely resolved isotopologues, representable as tuples (mass, probability). To avoid the combinatorial explosion in their number 40 , IsoSpec reports only the smallest possible set of peaks, such that their cumulative probability does not fall under some user specified threshold, e.g. 99.9%. The masses of the envelopes are adjusted according to formula m+q+g q to obtain valid mass over charge ratios.
To model low resolution spectra, one does not need infinitely resolved theoretical envelopes. Whenever small differences between the m/z ratios cannot be discerned, one can safely aggregate peaks with similar m/z ratios. In our workflow, we ask the user to provide a measure of the instrument's resolution in terms of one parameter alone -the peak's m/z tolerance tol. Experimental peaks are deemed to potentially originate from a molecule M if their m/z ratios are within the tol distance from a theoretical isotopologue I of that molecule. This is shown in Figure 1a . By default, we assume that differences between m/z ratios an order of magnitude smaller than tol cannot be discerned. This implies a finite granularity of the spectrum: if tol amounted to 0.05 [u] , then the smallest difference between peaks would be that of 0.001 [u] .
To obtain such spectrum, peaks with the same first three significant digits are aggregated, i.e. they are represented by one peak with the same rounded m/z and intensity equal to the total intensity of these peaks. In general, given tolerance tol, we round the spectrum to the significant digit given by −log 10 (tol) and then aggregate it. By convention, we still call the so obtained cluster of isotopologues an isotopologue. The same operation is performed on the experimental m/z ratios. This step reduces the size of the deconvolution problem and speeds up the peak picking and the deconvolution. That said, one should not provide an underestimate of tol to speed up computations. This is because highly resolved spectra offer the possibility to discern between isotopologues of different molecular species and to better identify their joint intensities. Peak picking. The aim of the peak picking is to assign peaks in the mass spectrum to the potential molecular species. This is done by comparing the m/z ratios of the experimental peaks with these of the peaks in the theoretical isotopic envelopes, as described in the previous section and visualized in Figure 1a . +tol] to which its m/z value belongs. To find these intervals effectively, we make use of the interval trees data structure 41 . Different intervals might overlap, as is the case for isotopologues I A1 and I B0 in Figure 1a . The intersections of these intervals partition the m/z axis into regions that can be traced back to originate from different sets of molecules and regions that cannot be explained by any of the products of the considered reactions. Experimental peaks inside such intersections (there might be more then one) form experimental groupings G. The total intensity within one such groupings is stored and denoted by G intensity . After these operations, the experimental peaks do not play any more role in calculations and can be deleted.
Considered together, molecules M , their isotopologues I, and the experimental groupings G form nodes of the deconvolution graph, G, as shown in Figures 1a and 1b . In G, molecule nodes M are naturally joined with their isotopologue nodes I, that are in their turn joined with experimental groupings G they could explain. Graph G is usually composed of several connected components, like the one presented in Figure 1a .
While picking the peaks, one can easily spot molecules M with poor experimental support, as shown in Figure 1c . More precisely, if the sum of probabilities of isotopologues of M connected to some G does not exceed some percentual threshold P (by default, 70%), then we can discard it. This additional preprocessing eliminates substances that alone could not explain more than the P percent of the total experimental intensity within the considered subproblem, and thus makes part of the overall variable selection procedure we consider.
Each connected component of G gives rise to some deconvolution problem, as several molecules might compete for the explanation of the given range of the mass spectrum. These problems might be solved independently and simultaneously rather than sequentially. MassTodonPy offers both ways of performing these calculations. Deconvolution. The problem of deconvolving the intensities within one connected component of graph G is reminiscent of linear regression. Indeed, the goal is to express the observed signal as a weighted sum of the isotopic envelopes. Denoted the weight by α, as in Figure 1a . It can be interpreted as the total intensity of a given molecular species in the mass spectrum. In particular, α cannot be negative.
In advance, one does not know how to redistribute the intensity of I among the neighboring experimental groupings G. This motivates the introduction of the flows between G and I, denoted by x I G , For instance, in Figure 1a isotopologue I B0 is linked with experimental intentensities G 2 and G 3 . It absorbs x I B0 G 2 of the intensity of G 2 , and x
On the other hand, this should be equal to a fraction p B 0 of the total intensity of M B , denoted by α B . In other words,
. Similarly, in general the intensities of isotopologues I and molecules M are related via a set of linear
, where under the sum we iterate over all experimental groups G that neighbor isotopologue I.
It is sensible to choose molecular intensities α and isotopologue intensities x to assure a minimial divergence between the observed group intensities G intensity and the total outflows of intensity from these nodes towards the isotopologue nodes. The overall deconvolution problem can thus be formalized as
To minimize the risk of numerical instability and perform model selection one can include in the cost function additional penalty terms 42 , should round small estimates to zero, as in the lasso model selection approach. 42 The above problem can be efficiently solved with quadratic programming. MassTodon relies on the CVXOPT Python module 43 that solves quadratic programmes with a path following algorithm.
After each deconvolution, we calculate and report various error statistics. These include the sum of the absolute values of the errors, the sum of overestimated values, and the sum of the underestimated values. The above quantities are also divided by the total ion current or the total intensity within the tolerance regions of any of the theoretically molecular species.
The cost function is minimized simultaneously in xs and αs. Only αs are analyzed in the next, final stage of the algorithm. Pairing of the observed ions. Up to this step, the algorithm obtained estimates of intensities of each considered product molecule, uniquely defined by its type (precursor, c or z fragment), charge q, quenched charge g. Previously 25 , we described a method for the retrieval of information on the branching ratios, i.e. the probabilities of ETnoD and PTR, entirely based upon estimates of the intensities of the non-fragmented ions. Given a non-fragmented molecular species with charge q and quenched charge g, one can retrieve the numbers of the PTR and ETnoD reactions by solving
for N PTR and N ETnoD . Eq. (1) states that each reaction reduces the observed charge by one. Eq. (2) traces the origin of all quenched charges on the precursor molecules solely to the ETnoD reaction. The estimate of the probability of ETnoD then equalŝ
The index i iterates over different observed precursors. The nominator counts ions that underwent ETnoD, I i is the estimated intensity of the precursor with charges (q i , g i ). The denominator additionally contains the count of ions undergoing PTR. The above estimator relies on the presumed proportionality of the signal intensity to the actual number of molecules.
With the above method one cannot retrieve the probabilities of fragmentations. This is because counts of reactions are not directly accessible and only estimates of the overall intensity of c and z fragments are at hand. To unveil the number of fragmentation events, one has to pair back the matching c and z fragments.
There exists a whole range of possible pairing strategies. The two extremes are: (1) ions come from entirely separate groups of precursors, and (2) the observed fragments are generated by a minimal number of precursors. For instance, in Figure 2 we show a situation where 5 c and 3 z matching fragments were observed (filled circles). In principle, one could say, that at the beginning of the experiment there were together 8 precursor molecules, but after the fragmentation one of each fragments always lost all of its charge. This is the lavish interpretation, as shown in Figure 2a . If the ions could not be observed only because of loosing the entire charge, then this scenario would require a lot of reac- tion events to explain the outcome. Figure 2b depicts the other possibility. Here, a maximal pairing is performed, and only two c fragments have to be paired with z fragments with a depleted charge (dashed circles). This approach is much more parsimonious in terms of reactions needed to explain the experimental results. Irrespectful of the above strategies, only matching ions should be paired, i.e. a c k fragment should be matched only with a z K−k fragment, where K is the total number of amino acids in a given sequence. Moreover, pairing should include natural restrictions on the charge states (q c , q z ) and quenched charges (g c , g z ) of both fragments.
The basic algorithm we propose to solve the pairing problem disregards quenched charges g c and g z : intensities of fragments c k , z K−k fragments with appropriate charge are summed. Also, we entirely neglect the presence of HTR in the whole analysis, as it renders the whole procedure too complex: all fragments that could have been taken either for ETD or HTR products are considered to be purely ETD products. We then construct the pairing graph, see Figure 4a . The nodes correspond to different observed molecular species and store information on their total estimated intensity. Special dummy nodes are added to denote the matching cofragments that had lost all their charge. Our approach assumes that the only way ions can end up being undetected is solely through the total loss of charge. Edges are drawn between c and z nodes with complimentary sequences if their total charge plus one (the fragmentation producing fragments takes away one charged) does not exceed that of the precursor chosen in MS1 stage of the experiment, q c + q z + 1 ≤ Q. The pairing of fragments correspond to the redistribution of the estimated intensities I in the nodes along the edges of the pairing graph. Assigning intensity to an edge diminishes the intensities in both end nodes by the same amount. All intensity must be assigned to some edges. Assigning intensity comes at a cost reflecting the number of reactions the pair of ions underwent during the whole experiment. In the basic approach, fragments with charges (q c , q z ) together underwent Q − 1 − q c − q z reactions. The optimization task we are about to set up lets us forget the extra fragmentation count, fixing these costs at Q − q c − q z , equal to the total number of ETnoD and PTR reactions that both fragments underwent, N cz ETnoD + N cz PTR . Note that this equation holds also for pairings involving cofragments that entirely disappeared due to the loss of all charge.
The pairing problem turns into an optimization problem where one wants to minimize the total number of reactions that could have produced the observed c and z fragments. More specifically, we face a constrained linear optimization task:
Above, O C and O Z denote sets of observed c and z nodes, and A C and A Z additionally contain the unobserved cofragments.
The above simplifies to a max flow problem: subtract flows between observed fragments from both sides of equalities in (4) and what results are the expressions for flows between observed fragments and their unobserved cofragments. Plugging these into Eq. (3) and some simple algebra results in
Of course, all flows I cz are non-negative. To solve the max flow problem we use the Edmonds-Karp algorithm 44 as implemented in the NetworkX Python module.
45
The solution to the above problem provides us with estimates of the total intensities of ions undergoing a specific type of fragmentation. In particular, this lets us estimate the probabilities of fragmentation along the protein. It also lets us estimate the probability with which the precursor will fragment. However, this setting does not offer any possibility to estimate the number of ETnoD and PTR reactions from fragments. These might become important in case of experiments where bigger and more charged substances are studied, or when much of the precursor ions reacted away, mostly through fragmentation.
To provide a solution to the above problems, we have developed another algorithm -the intermediate approach. In this approach we do not aggregate the intensities of observed ions with different quenched charges. As a result, the pairing graph contains more nodes, both observed and dummy ones. Have we followed the previous approach, then each observed fragment could match several unobserved cofragments, all amounting to the same overall number of reactions but differing in specific numbers of ETnoD and PTR among them. Unfortunately, the existence of many unobservable cofragments would prevent us from reducing the problem to a max flow optimization, making it impossible to derive equations for all flows between observed and unobserved fragments. To solve this problem, we reduce the number of potential dummy nodes and combine them together.
The edges between existing fragments now convey information necessary to tell how many
Max Flow Problem Initial Precursor Charge: Q = 5 > 6 = q c3 + q z2 + 1
Pairing Graph
Pairing Graph Figure 4 : A pairing graph (a) and it rrepresentation as a max flow optimization problem (b). Nodes with dashed edges correspond to ions that lost their charge; other nodes correspond to observed fragments. In (a), ion charge are shown as red plus signs. Gray edges mark possible pairings. Red dashed line between c 3 and z 2 marks an impossible pairing: if combined, both fragments must have originated from a 6+ precursor, which was not possible. The task is to redistribute the intensity in nodes along the edges. This comes at a cost Q − qc − qz. To turn (a) into (b), one has to: (1) remove unobserved ion nodes (2) direct remaining edges from c to z (3) add sink S and terminal T (4) add edges directed from S to c nodes and from z nodes to T and add capacities equal to observed ion intensities (5) add edges from S to z fragments and edges from c fragments to T: these correspond to pairings with unobserved ions. This representation is possible for basic and intermediate pairing algorithms.
PTR and ETnoD reactions happened on both fragments throughout their history, including the period before any fragmentation ooccurred. Similarly to equations (1) and (2), the numbers of PTR and ETnoD reactions on a given pair of fragments characterized by charges (q c , q z ) and quenched charges (g c , g z ) follow equations
Note that due to aggregation, the same cannot be said about edges between the observed and unobserved ions. Otherwise said, if a mass spectrum does not contain pairable fragments, then the only source of information on the numbers of ETnoD and PTR reactions can be obtained solely from the precursor products.
Finally, we investigated a third solution to the pairing problem, the advanced approach. It includes the introduction of additional penalty terms to the cost function,
Above, λ 1 corresponds to a lasso-type penalty and λ 2 -a ridge penalty. This approach was investigated mainly for its ability to automatically round the estimates of small flows to zero. The above problem cannot be cast into the max flow setting because of the quadratic terms in the cost function. For this reason, we use yet again the general purpose CVXOPT solver.
Algorithm 1 In silico spectra generator

INPUT:
A list I comprising N precursor ions with a given charge Q and sequence F . Probabilities of reactions p PTR , p ETnoD , p ETD . Overall intensity I of the process. Standard deviation of mass inaccuracy σ.
OUTPUT:
A mass spectrum.
Draw the placements of charges q along the fasta sequence. Set experiment time to zero, T = 0. while T < 1 do Increase T by a random time interval sampled from the exponential distribution with intensity I i N i q 2 i . Extract ion M from I with probability prop. to N i q 2 i . Draw R from PTR, ETnoD, and PTR, with probabilities p PTR , Figure 5 : Error rates of the deconvolution procedure on in silico data for different numbers of initial precursor ions (N = 1 000, 10 000, 100 000) and under different amounts of mass inaccuracy sigma (on x axis). The tolerance interval in MassTodon was set to 0.05 [Da] . To measure error we sum the absolute differences of peak heights and normalize the result to the number of the precursor ions (the result does not need to sum to 100%).
Results and Discussion
In Silico results. In order to test the entire workflow, we conducted in silico experiments. A chemical process was simulated using a tailored Gillespie algorithm 46 , as described in Algorithm 1. Briefly, the process generates a random series of three chemical reactions (PTR, ETnoD, and ETD; HTR is neglected) occurring in particular moments of time. The length of time intervals between reaction events is random and depends upon the number of charged ions at particular charge state, following McLuckey and Stephenson 47 . MassTodon was tested in various conditions: we checked all the combinations of settings of different initial numbers of precursors, N = 1000, 10000, or 100000 ions, initial precursor charges Q = 3, 6, 9, and 12, three levels of the standard deviation of mass accuracy σ, and 12 different sets of probabilities of reactions.
Strongest correlation with deconvolution error was noticed for spectra with low ion content and large mass inaccuracy, see Figure 5 . The algorithm works best when there is enough ions to form a well sampled isotopic distribution (in case of our simulations -100 000 ions). In case of high-resolution mass data, when thousands of isotopologue peaks are present in the mass spectrum, it might be thus advisable to provide MassTodon with a spectrum binning results of several runs of the instrument. It is also vital not to underestimate the size of the tolerance interval. Of course, the above remarks are Figure 6 : The distribution of distance between the estimates (p ETnoD ,p PTR ) and the true values (p ETnoD , p PTR ) for different approaches we take, measured by the euclidean distance normalized to the maximal distance √ 2. Estimates in the blue regions favor PTR, while those in the yellow -ETnoD. The distributions are conditional on the number of initial precursor ions (N = 1 000, 10 000, 100 000) and different level of mass inaccuracy sigma (on x axis).
intrinsic to any peak assigning procedure that uses peak intensities, rather than relying solely on their mass over charge ratios.
While running simulation descibed by Algorithm 1 we store the numbers of each molecule M drawn in the process. We have compared these numbers with the estimates of MassTodon to check the quality of the applied deconvolution procedures. Figure 5 reports the obtained error rates.
Interestingly, the number of ions in the sample proves is of limited importance if one is interested in the estimation of the probabilities of ETnoD and PTR reactions, as shown in Figure 6 . We note, that the parsimonious approach we have taken on average only slightly overestimates values of the true parameters, showing a preference towards the PTR reaction. Note also, that the basic approach to the pairing problem seems to offer estimates with the smallest variance. Experimental results. Mass spectra have been acquired for purified Substance P and ubiquitin as described in detail in the previous publications.
37,48
The outcomes of MassTodon can be used to compare more easily mass spectra gathered under different instrumental settings. Figures 8  and 9 explore the differences and similarities of the information conveyed in different mass spectra, including their percentual content of products of all studied reactions, the probabilities of fragmentation, and intensities and probabilities MassTodonPy runtime distribution. The analysis contains all the stages of the algorithm, including running all three pairing algorithms. The 3+ precursors correspond to substance P spectra; other results are obtained for ubiquitin. Usually, it takes more time to process a spectrum randomly reshuffled by bootstrap than the original version. Runtimes were obtained using the sequential version of the algorithm, which solves the deconvolution problems one after another. It is possible to reduce this time for larger problems using the multiprocessing option.
of the ETnoD and PTR reactions.
MassTodon provides point estimates of the above parameters. Given that the analysis of one spectrum is reasonably fast (check Figure 7) we decided to rely on bootstrap procedures 49, 50 to estimate the standard deviations of the above parameters. In particular, each mass spectrum was randomly reshuffled multiple times. We assume that each bootstrap spectrum to be composed out of N ions. The m/z ratios of these ions were then independently drawn among the original ratios, with probabilities equal to the heights of the corresponding peaks, normalized to the total ion current. The number of observed molecules in the spectrum N is not truly known in advance. In our simulations, we assumed that the whole spectrum consist of around 100 000 molecules. We draw 250 random spectra for each real one and run MassTodon on each one of them. Figure 8a shows the overall fitting quality in case of the substance P spectra. On average, the products of the considered reactions cannot explain on average between 30% to 40% of the mass spectrum. Shifting our attention only to those regions of the mass spectrum fall within the range of any potential product, the error estimates drops in a range between 10 to 20%. Note that for spectra gather at wave height fixed at 150 and wave velocity between 700 to 1500 the errors grow significantly. Figure 8b presents the estimates of probabilities of fragmentation for substance P. Interestingly, the probabilities are almost constant across different experimental settings. They are also almost uniformly distributed along the possible fragmentation sites (proline not being one of them). This is what would be expected of a small molecule, like substance P, with a trivial tertiary structure. Again, significant departures from this pattern emerge in the same region of wave velocity. Figure 8c seems to shed some light on the nature of these anomalies. It presents the estimates of the intensity of ions that underwent ETnoD and PTR, which is a proxy for the number of these events to happen on the molecules of substance P within the sample. In particular, it can be noted that the range of wave velocity between 700 to 1500 contains a particularly small amount of ions that could have been prescribed to ETnoD or PTR. By comparison, all estimates where these intensities were above 40 000 show a much smaller amount of variance. Note also, that Figure 8c suggests that the relative ratios of ETnoD and PTR remain stable under most experimental settings, with the exception of small wave velocities. These ratios can be interpreted as relative probabilities of the ETnoD and PTR reactions, conditional on one of the reaction happening.
Interestingly, a similar pattern reemerges in case of mass spectra of ubiquitin, as shown in Figure 9 . In case of the mass spectra where the filtered precursor molecule was bearing 6 charges, the ETnoD vastly dominates over PTR. In one of our previous papers 37 we show, that this might be related to the insufficient capability of only 6 protons to induce enough denaturation of the protein within the instrument. In other words, the fragmentation cannot happen because the two fragments wrap around each other, giving rise to a higher percentage of the ETnoD products.
Conclusion
As high-performance mass spectrometers and the use of ExD methods become more prevalent, there will be an increasing demand for software methods to assist in processing the resulting, considerable amounts of data. Here, we have presented a user-friendly software package to analyze high-resolution ETD data, deconvolute isotope distributions, and infer information about various competing reaction pathways occurring under ETD conditions. Future work will focus on casting the entire framework into a Bayesian setting, in order to provide the user with better understanding of the uncertainties of the estimates and potential correlations of results. In particular, the user might be interested to what degree some parts of the mass spectrum could be alternatively explained by other substances. Obtaining such information could be done by looking at the joint distribution of the counts of molecules that compete for the explanation of a given part of the spectrum.
Moreover, it would be interesting to free the user from the need to specify the tolerance parameter. This should be obtained automatically and potentially vary in different ranges of the m/z half line.
The implementation of the MassTodon algorithm is freely available for downloads from the Python Package Index. Installation instructions and documentation can be found at readthedocs. Source code is available for download from github. The software is distributed under the terms of the GNU GPL V3 public license. Wave Velocity (WH = 1,5) 1440000   10  15  20  25  30  40  50  75  100  150  200  300  400  500  600  700  800  900  1000  1250  1500  1750  2000  2250  2500  2750  3000  3333  3666  4000  4250  4500  4750  5000  5250  5500  5750 estimates of the mismatch error and the fitting error. Both are calculated using the normalized l 1 distance, E(p, q) =
where p and q are maps with keys k (different m/z ranges) and values p k and q k (i.e. real intensities and their estimates). In case of the mismatch error, we compare in this way the estimated spectrum versus whole experimental mass spectrum, which includes peaks that are not among the studied reaction products. The fit error restricts this comparison to the regions of the mass spectrum that actually could be explained by some theoretical product of some reaction. Figure (b) shows estimates of the probabilities of fragmentation along the backbone of substance P, whose amino sequence is RPKPQQFFGLM. Fragmentation on prolines (P) is deemed highly unlikely due to the ring structure of this amino acid. The vertical orange dashed lines correspond to probability equal to 1/9, which would be attained assuming a fully uniform probability of fragmentation. Estimates of the probabilities of ETnoD and PTR conditional on one of these events happening. Red dots correspond to estimates performed on real data. The black box plots, mostly extremely narrow, correspond to 250 sample bootstrap estimates. Precursor charge Q is shown in top-left parts of the panels. Each panel is subdivided into subpanels corresponding to different experimental settings. Attention: left panels correspond to different levels of preactivations. For Q = 9 the energy of preactivation was set to 15, while for Q = 6 to 20. The x axis shows the retention time RT, while the y axis shows the percentual content of the ETnoD and PTR reactions. For the spectrum gathered at Q = 9 and RT = 20, without pre-activation and without the supplementary activation, there were no ions found that could undergo ETnoD or PTR in the real spectrum under the given threshold on the intensity (results contain the 95% of the highest peak in that spectrum), so the red dot is missing. During the bootstrap procedure, small percentages of peaks apparently corresponding to PTR or ETnoD products appeared above that threshold, leading to the
